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Architecture Delight For All Senses In This Issue!

Staples Condominium, Washington, DC - Photo: Staff

“Much like life, you don't complete a puzzle by throwing away
the pieces.” ― Craig D.
Lounsbrough. Rarely have so few
words spoken more sense. Indeed,
life is a complex array of multiple
stimulus and variables, all intertwined to give our brain the challenge of putting them into understandable representations of the
facts. For ALine Architecture,
understanding the “architectural
puzzle” big picture is the focus on
every project, integrating multidisciplinary engineering, technological, environmental, economic
and social pieces to evoke design
that is a delight for all the senses.
Founded in 2009 by Anila
Angjeli, AIA, LEED AP with the
idea that design should be holistic, ALine Architecture has always
been geared toward solving design
and building problems. With a
unique ability to put a project
together as a whole, ALine knows
that the challenge is in the details.
“No matter how generic or universal a building may appear to
be, each project is different and
has its own unique challenges,”
explains Anila. “It would not be
fair to say that one can easily gain
the handy habit of problem-solving without continuously practicing patience, creativity, and imagination.” To the good fortune of
every one of ALine’s clients, that
Continued on page 2
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ALine recently received the
Business Excellence Award
2018 from the Mount Vernon
Lee Chamber of Commerce.
ALine is one of only five
Chamber businesses to be
recognized at their Holiday
Biz Award event. ALine
has previously received
"Distinguished Business"
award from this chamber in
2014, and nominated among
few Small Businesses of the
Year 2017 by the Alexandria
Chamber of Commerce.
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creativity doubled in 2016 as
Anila joined forces with Klodian
Toto, another alumnus of the
Polytechnic University of Tirana,
Albania, whom she met in the
United States. They both saw the
opportunity of a promising partnership and shared the vision of a
strong collaboration that would
lead to larger and better architectural projects.
The story of ALine Architecture
has its roots in the heart of
Albania, a small European country
with ancient history, culture, and
architecture where Anila grew up
loving to draw and make art,
designs and three-dimensional
illustrations from a very young
age. After graduating with a 5-year
professional Architecture degree
from Polytechnic University of
Tirana, Albania, Anila moved to
the United States in the early
1990s and pursued the Architect
registration. Deciding to launch
her own company after working as
a project architect and studio
director for other U.S. firms,
ALine Architecture was born as a
vehicle to further her experience
and express her passion for art and
architecture. Now with over 20
years of experience in the architecture and building industry, Anila
holds a Master’s Degree in
Architecture from Virginia Tech,
is NCARB and LEED AP certified and is a registered Architect
in Virginia, Maryland, and
District of Columbia.
Also growing up in Albania,
Klodian showed a propensity for
problem solving at a young age,
Continued on page 3

District of Columbia Department of Motor Vehicles - Photo: Staff

PROJECT PROFILE
DC DMV
4525 Benning Road, SE, Washington, DC, 20019
Benning Ridge Service Center
The Department of Motor Vehicles in Southeast D.C. was a new construction project ground-up and tenant build-out of a 12,000 SF building. ALine Architecture
assisted the development and construction teams, from creating the design,
preparing the permit drawings and providing construction administration services
through substantial completion of the project.
While the new construction of the base building project gave ALine Architecture a
blank slate, it was vital that the interior build-out followed the Department of
Motor Vehicles brand standards. ALine Architecture found strategic ways to work
within DMV build-out requirements to elevate the design, and worked with the
development team to create a budget conscientious building, combining the prefabricated metal structure with custom architectural masonry and synthetic stucco
exterior system.
Area = 12,000 SF
Type = Commercial - New Construction & Tenant Build-Out
Estimated Cost = $3,000,000
General Contractor = Trinity Group Construction
Owner / Developer = DBT Development, LLC
Year of Completion = 2016
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building models, inventing toys
and playing with Legos. Today he
has over 15 years of experience
with extensive involvement in
architecture and design focusing
on new construction and renovation projects, overseas and in the
USA. He holds his 5-year professional Architecture degree from
Albania and is currently pursuing
the architect registration and
NCARB certification.
Based in Alexandria, Virginia,

ALine Architecture is a full-service
architecture and interior design
firm with projects located in the
Northern Virginia, Maryland and
DC metro area. Taking a project
from concept design through
completion by collaborating with
large teams, clients, engineers,
plan reviewers, and contractors,
professional services offered by
ALine include Feasibility Studies,
Programming, Planning,
Architecture, Interior Design,
Construction Administration,
Functional Art, and Supplemental
Services such as Architectural
Renderings, 3D Models, Integrated
Signs, Computer Graphics. With a
diverse project portfolio, ALine
serves multiple industries including
Continued on page 4
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Sugar Shack Donut & Coffee Shops
and Speakeasy Bars
ALine Architecture has designed multiple
shops for the Richmond based Sugar Shack
Donut & Coffee Shops in the DMV area.
Some of these shops in urban areas are
complemented by hidden Speakeasy bars
designed as an integral part of the store.

PROJECT PROFILE
Sugar Shack Donut & Coffee Shop + Captain
Gregory’s Speakeasy - Alexandria
804 N. Henry St., Alexandria, VA
This project consists of 2,200 SF tenant build-out on
the ground floor of a larger mixed-use & residential
complex. The build-out includes the design of commercial kitchen, coffee shop equipment, retail area,
accessible restrooms and Captain Gregory’s
Speakeasy bar hidden behind a sliding wall. ALine
provided professional services for the design, permit
drawings and construction administration through
project completion.
Working on the first Sugar Shack project in 2015,
presented us with a great opportunity for growth
and learning a new type of space, and became a rich
experience, as we went through the program development, understanding the kitchen flow specific to
these production processes, creating and utilizing
fully loaded floor plans for maximum retail display,
customer line queuing, branding, integrating art and
budgets, addressing the accessibility conditions,
addressing sound control considerations, sustainability and more. The reclaimed wood textured walls and
the suspended donut art complement the orange
accents of the space and embraced the warmth of
this unique retail, topped with comforting fresh
smells of coffee and hand-made donuts.
Area sf = 2,200 sf
Type = Commercial, Tenant Build-Out
Estimated Cost = $650,000
General Contractor = Landivar & Associates, LLC
Client / Tenant = Sugar Shack Donut & Coffee Shop
Year of Completion = 2015
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Food & Dining, Hospitality,
Residential, Mixed-Use, Office,
Medical/Dental, Government,
Religious and others.
Always proud to take on challenging projects, Anila and
Klodian understand that every
project is distinct in its own way.
“It starts with “cracking the code”,
that is providing code analysis for
allowable building height and
area, egress, occupant load, safety
and maximize the owner’s program,” states Klodian. “The
process of architectural design is
structured to ensure that the project objectives are met in order of
priority.” The team at ALine is
completely aware that architects
have a huge responsibility for visualizing and solving real scale threedimensional puzzles, and before
they put any lines on paper, the
long thought process has already
begun. “We can visualize very well
and attempt to solve these problems in our minds,” continues
Anila. “Good planning and design
always save money and helps prevent problems.”
This strong commitment to
visualizing and heading off potential problems translates to strong
construction documents for every
project. Klodian’s wide range of
experience with the production of
construction documents for large
and small commercial and residential projects is a direct benefit
to owners and contractors alike.
“His architectural problem-solving
skills, intuition, visualization and
hand sketching ability are combined with his knowledge and
proficiency of a wide array of
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architectural platforms and BIM
technologies,” says Anila. “We
make sure that our documents are
easy to understand and representative of the owner’s goals,” adds
Klodian. “Constructability is paramount, and even though we have
the experience and capacity for
superior documents, we are also
flexible to get feedback from contractors to come up with a team
solution when any problems arise.”
That mentality goes hand-inhand with ALine Architecture’s
dedication to communication.
“From conception through drawing to construction, it is about the
story and getting everyone on
board,” continues Anila. “We have
a responsiveness to everyone on
the team whenever they need us.
It’s about being available and
approachable.” In fact, ALine goes
to great lengths to communicate
with the client in a way that they
understand the concept, problem
or issue. “We keep the client
engaged by asking and answering
questions throughout the process,”
adds Klodian. “By staying proactive we keep all parties aware of
progress and allow them to be part
of the project success.”
All of that strong exchange of
ideas helps build a powerful collaborative culture between partners and within their team of
designers and engineers. “Our
focus on client’s needs, holistic
approach, technical problem solving and artistic flair make outstanding and memorable projects,” states Anila. “We are all
about relationship building, with
the client, contractors, engineers
and everyone involved. ALine
strives to be a strong advocate and
partner that is instrumental to the
successful completion of their
project.”
That successful project completion often means taking on projContinued on page 5
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PROJECT PROFILE
Café Chocolat DC
1423 H St. NW Washington, DC
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Café Chocolat is a boutique coffee and chocolate shop
that required retrofitting an existing non-conforming
space. ALine Architecture worked with the client
through every stage of the architectural design
process, from designing permit drawings and selecting
interior materials to leading bid negotiations, permit
facilitation and construction administration services.
Having extensive experience in commercial renovations and interior design buildouts, ALine
Architecture knew from the beginning that the decisions needed to focus on functionality and optimization of space while making a visual retail impact.
ALine Architecture accomplished this through strategic interior design decisions, such as selection and
location of the bar equipment; streamlining the
barista’s workflow; choosing maintenance-free woodlooking porcelain floor tiles; incorporating white
engineered marble counters to brighten the space
and adding statement making red glass backsplash
tiles to leave a bold and lasting impression.

ects that others would find intimidating or avoid altogether. ALine
Architecture certainly takes pride
in never shying away from hard
work, long hours, challenging
designs and oftentimes unpleasant
and unsafe project conditions.
“We take on old run-down buildings that are in need of a lot of
work,” explains Anila. “It's as if
the buildings have a soul wanting
to be preserved and revived.”
Being excited about the opportunities they represent, ALine feels
these old buildings reward them
by undergoing an utter transformation. “That is very inspiring,”
adds Klodian. “From project to
project this experience refines our

skills and cultivates the vision for
creating better-built environments.”
For all the effort and commitment on every project, ALine
Architecture understands that the
true measurement of their success
is their client’s satisfaction as evidenced by the following client
quotes:
"ALine Architecture consistently
demonstrates due diligence and
commitment in providing timely
professional services, artistic and
technical details with sensibility to
our client’s budget. She goes the
extra mile to complete the architectural tasks with an efficient
and graceful approach on communication and collaboration with
all team players, including local
governmental staff that she interacts with when getting the job
done. “- Robert W. Kuletz, KW
Commercial, Senior Commercial
Real Estate Advisor
Continued on page 7

Area sf = 1,000 sf
Type = Commercial, Retail, Tenant Build-Out
Estimated Cost = $200,000
General Contractor = Tripp Contracting, LLC
Client / Tenant = Café Chocolat DC
Year of Completion = 2017

Café Chocolat, Washington, DC — Photo: Staff
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Wilson Hardware Kitchen & Bar
2915 Wilson Hardware, Arlington, VA

Staples Condominium
1417 Staples St., NE, Washington DC

Wilson Hardware Kitchen & Bar, located in the center
of the Clarendon commercial district of Arlington, VA,
was a “gut job” project that required complete interior renovation and roof deck addition. ALine
Architecture worked with the owners, interior designers, engineers and code officials preparing the permit
drawings and assisting with construction administration services all the way through final inspections.

The Staples Condominium project is a great demonstration of how ALine Architecture designed “outside
the box” to comply with city zoning, meet historic
preservation requirements, and deliver to the
owner’s vision. To satisfy all invested parties while
still exceeding market expectations and DC housing
trends, ALine Architecture made a creative and bold
design decisions building up the 3rd-floor addition to
an existing 2-story apartment building.

Unique aspects of the Wilson Hardware Kitchen &
Bar project consist of the building’s historical significance and the owner’s desire to thread this history
into the restaurant’s design as well as the multi-level
restaurant areas that entailed a fairly complex code
analysis for egress, safety and accessibility. Working
with the owners, ALine Architecture developed the
code analysis and produced the construction drawings that incorporated the modern interior designs
and art installation by Swatchroom, the roof deck
with bar and pergola, large structural wall openings
between the two distinct parts of the building,
exposed brick, industrial lighting and HVAC systems.
Area sf = 7,600 sf
Type = Commercial, Hospitality, Tenant Build-Out
Estimated Cost of Construction = $1,700,000
Year of Completion = 2017

In order to overcome the challenges posed by city
ordinances and overcome existing structural issues in
the 2-story building, ALine utilized 3D Modeling programs as a way to visualize new design opportunities and provide solutions to architectural problems.
On the exterior, the smooth panel Hardie siding system combined with modern elements reinstates and
elevates the existing brick using contrasting paint
colors. Through bold and elegant design decisions as
well as maximizing the envelope, the Staples
Condominium is a one-of-a-kind project that is difficult for anyone to miss.
Area = 4,880 SF
Type = Multifamily, Residential
Estimated Cost of Construction = $1,000,000
Owner / Developer = Cox Development, LLC
Year of Completion = 2018
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"Over the many years we know
Anila and her team, we have
referred ALine to our clients for
Architecture work. She consistent-
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ly demonstrates professionalism,
creative and technical design solutions and has provided us with
prompt and reliable customer
care. Anila has experience and
extensive knowledge about building codes, historic guidelines and
sustainability."- Russell Gage, The
Russell Gage Corporation
Construction
"We have worked with Anila
Angjeli, of ALine Architecture for

a number of years on different
projects…and we value her capabilities and constructability sense,
as a great extension of our company. We have repeatedly hired and
recommended ALine Architecture
for a large variety of projects, for
private, corporate and government
clients. We look forward to work
with ALine Architecture on future
projects.” - Michael Cornish, PE,
MCA Construction, Inc.
“ALine Architecture worked to
incorporate the mission of our
organization into the project, merging the physical and social aspects to
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encourage the community atmosphere. Throughout the project, Aline
Architecture streamlined the process
by soundly guiding us through the
building permitting and bid processes as this was new territory for us
and we were working with limited
resources. Team RWB has been
thrilled with Anila’s efficiency, in
depth knowledge, and devotion to
our project." - Dustin Sanderson,
Mid-Atlantic Regional Program
Manager, Team Red, White, & Blue
“We also recently received the
good news that ALine has been
Continued on page 8

PROJECT PROFILE
Alexandria Compounding Pharmacy
500 Montgomery St., Alexandria, VA 22314
Alexandria Compounding Pharmacy needed assistance building out their 2,100sf space to serve two
very different purposes: provide a comfortable and
visually appealing retail area for customers as well as
house a sterile, efficient laboratory space, ante-room,
and sterile clean room for the compounders and
pharmacy staff. ALine Architecture assisted the owners with test fits and space planning, concept
designs, construction documents and construction
administration of the project.
The design integrated the functional requirements
with aesthetics, meeting the Board of Pharmacy
specifications and using the materials and colors that
represented the branding of the Alexandria
Compounding Pharmacy. The design employed modern technologies of positive air pressure with gauge
readers, HEPA filters, and touchless fixtures as
required for this sterile environment classification.
ALine has designed two other pharmacies in McLean
and Fairfax city area.
Area = 2,200 sf
Type = Commercial, Specialty
Estimated Construction Cost = $450,000
General Contractor = Landivar & Associates, LLC
Client / Tenant = Alexandria Compounding Pharmacy
Year of Completion = 2012

Alexandria Compounding Pharmacy — Photo: Staff
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selected for recognition by the
Mount Vernon Lee Chamber at
the 2018 Holiday Biz Awards this
December” says Anila. ALine
Architecture is one of only five
Chamber business to be recognized at this event. We are excited for this recognition. ALine has
previously received "Distinguished
Business" award from this chamber in 2014, and nominated
among few Small Businesses of the
Year 2017 by the Alexandria
Chamber of Commerce”.
As ALine Architecture looks
ahead, they cannot help but see a
bright future. Continuing to grow
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as a firm by having an ongoing
stream of projects, larger scopes of
work and hiring new architects,
Anila and Klodian are poised to
lead the firm to new heights. “We
want to have smart growth, as we
always want to stay involved in
each project,” says Klodian. That
smart growth includes increasing
office size and staff. “We would
like to have a larger commercial
office space in Alexandria,” continues Anila. “We want to design
it to make it our own, simple and
clean, with tall ceilings and daylight, with workshop and art
space.” The end goal, of course, is
to remain dedicated to the client’s
vision and project success. “By
expanding our network and community service, we hope to naturally grow and sustain our client relationships. That means we will continue to grow as architects and to
express our vision to create architecture as a delight for all senses.”
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